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Student vote silenced by Rauner's veto
DANI WILSON
Alestle Sports Editor

Last week, Gov. Bruce Rauner vetoed House Bill 4113, a bill that would
guarantee the student members on the
SIU board of trustees each a vote on decisions.
Dillon Santoni, the student trustee
for SIDE, said the bill had support from
both parties on each level of voting until
it reached the governor's office.
"When it went through the initial
phase of voting, from what I read, there
was only one cfissenting vote on the Senate side, insinuating that there was only
one person who voted 'nay' to it. On the
House side, I believe it was 78 [votes] in
the affirmative and 33 in the negative,"
Santoni said . "Numbers being what they
are, that kind of shows that there was a
really bipartisan idea that this was something important. It was well supported
and well built."
In a statement issued last Friday by
the governor, Rauner said that giving the
students a voting voice on the board
would dampen die professional experience of the other members of the board.
Santoni said this statement was unjustified and the student trustees are well informed of the issues they discuss.
"The universitv revolves around the
33,000 students between the two universities. And yes, the board has to make
very large decisions about things that we
as students do not understand ... as a student, yes, I have less experience than all
of them. However, we don't make decisions blindly as a board based upon our
previous knowledge," Santoni said. "We
really harness the information given to
us; we really take each other's opinions,
and -rhen we produce our vote."
Mitch Morecraft, who served as the
student trustee auring the 2014-15 term,
said there is a chance that the bill's veto
will be overridden by the General Assem-

•

bly.

"It passed with pretty big support in
the House and the Senate, so there's a
chance that it can be overridden, that the
General Assembly can vote to override
the governor's veto. I hope that happens," Morecraft said.

The system currently in place allotts ing when the students disagree with the
one vote to either the trustee from Car- rest of the board.
bondale or Edwardsville. Morecraft said
"Whenever we were elected into pothe vote was never appointed last year.
sition, it was with the idea that the stu"Last year, neither Ad rian [Miller, dents have a voice on the higher
student trustee of Carbondale] nor [I] governing board of the system . Not that
had a vote the whole year. Normally, as it our voice has been stifled - the rest of
stands right now, one of the two should the board members are very receptive to
have a vote," Morecraft said. "So for the what we have to say. They listen and we
comingJear, the legislation that he ve- listen, we still get to participate in all Df
toed sai that from now on, both of the the conversations and all of that," Sanstudent trustees would have the vote."
toni said. "So where that becomes imporThe bill was submitted to Rauner tant is, if there's a public forum of us
June 29, according to Santoni, and three voting in front of everyone, and all of the
options were possible at that point. Ei- rest of the board votes one way and the
ther the bill would be signed into Jaw, ve- ~tudents vote the other way, then it could
toed or pocketed. If 1t had remained raise an eyebrow ... it raises some good,
pocketed until Aug. 29, it would have au- healthy discussion. But without that optomatically become Jaw.
tion, without that chance, we don't get
'W e were waiting fo r the 29th of Au- that."

'

.

.

No one knows students better than student trustees, and they should be allowed
to have a vote on the board.
Mitch Morecraft
2014-15 Student Trustee

gust for that to become true .. . on the
21st he vetoed it," Santoni said.
The governor's veto brings SIU back
to the original position in which only one
vote is allotted to the student trustees.
However, according to Santoni, the vote
has not been appointed for this year.
"Essentially that returns back us to
the system - one of us is supposed to
have an appointed vote. Neither one of
us have an appointed vote yet, so once
again the students aren't represented for
the second year in a row," Santoni said.
Santoni said that although the board
- is extremely attentive to the voices of the
student trustees, taki ng the vQte from the
students prevents the public from know-

Santoni said the vetoed bill will affect
perception of sn1dcnts, a problem the student trustees already face. He said people
often overlook the student trustees in
paying attention to important issues because of the voting system.
"When it comes to the rest of th~
community, sometimes we aren't the ones
that people come to initially to figure out
something. They don't come to us .. . because we don't get the vote," Santoni
said.
Morecraft said this perception is important, especially when it comes to the
decisions tfiat directly affect daily life for
students.
"I think a lot of it comes down to

perception of the student trustee. The
board itself is really concerned with the
students' best interests. The board members really honestly care about students.
So it's not that without the student
trustee vote, no one on the board cares. I
think it's important, though, that we have
students voting on things like tuition,"
Morecraft said. "Especially with the fact
that tuition increased last year ... students
should vote on that. Even though we can
participate in the discussions, and the Stu·
dent trustees are involved in the process,
students should vote on that. The biggest
thing is knowing that the student who is
on the board, who was elected by the students, a~roves of this, and he's got the
support.
Santoni said the bill would have allowed future student trustees the assurance that they have a voice in board
decisions.
"It's not that we aren't in on the conversation; we as a board are very healthy,
but part of this bill was for all the future
student trustees, giving them the chance
to always know that they're going to have
a vote and know that they can fully participate," Santoni said.
Morecraft said that the student
trustees maintain a high degree of professionalism and take their positions on the
board seriously.
"I think it's important that we look
at how the student trustees approach
their decision. It's been my experience
from my time on the board that it's not
something that the students walk in there
and take super lightly," Morecraft said.
"It's somethmg that's honestly a big deal.
We talk about things that are really important to the university as a whole."
According to Morecraft, the student
trustees have a significant place on the
board due to their connection to the student body.
"No one knows students better than
student trustees, and they should be allowed to have a vote on the board,"
Morecraft said.

Dani WIison can be reached at
d w/lson@alestlelive.com or 6EJJ.3527.
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rofessor studies ou re k
of treatment-resistant hea
JESSICA ORANIKA
Atestte Reporter

Head lice have become an increased i sue in recent years, especially
among
school-aged
children. They are more resilient
and harder to eradicate due to
mutations, specificall); something
called knockdown resistance
(kdr). When the lice acquire this
kdr, they become desensitized to
certain in ecticides.
Biological cience professor
Kyong Yoon has been studying
knockdown resistance of pesticides in head lice for almost a
decade.
"Kdr is a genetic trait in
which insects acquire mutations
in their sodium channel genes.
When they acquire mutations in
that gene, they become less sensitive to the chemical group called
pyrethroids," Yoon said.
According
to
Yoon,
pyrethroid arc ideal insecticides
because they have low mammalian toxicity and arc effective in
killing insects. These chemicals
have been used as insecticides for
a long time but soon, they will no
longer be effective.
"People have been using
[chrysanthemum extract, or
pyrethrins,] as insecticides since
forever, but during the '70s, synthetic
versions
[called
pyrethroids] were developed for
controlling in ect populanons. In
around 1992, we started using it
for head lice control. By 2000,
they had already began acquirin~
resistance due to kdr mutation,'
Yoon said.
Yoon and other scientists are
trying to find out how prevalent
these mutations are in the United

States. Earlier studies show a low
pcrvasi,·cness, but that is stal'ting
to change. Scientists are trying to
figure out how common these
mutations are across the country.
"We are trying to determine
how widespread these kdr mutations are in the United States. We
have managed to collect samples
from 30 states, and 25 out of
those 30 states have lice that are
completely saturated with those
mutations," Yoon said. "Back. in
2007-2008, when we did a smallcale tudy, we were able to still
find some susceptible alleles. It
was a mixed bag. Now, only eight
years later, they are almost completely saturated with the resistance allele. It's obvious that we
are losing the efficacy of this
drug. We need to do something
else ,,in tead of continuing to use
this.
Despite pyrethroids being
the most easily obtainable and
least expensive lice treatment,
Yoon recommends using medications made from different groups
of compow1ds .
"Pharmaceutical companies
have started to develop other
chemicals for head lice control.
My suggestion is for parents to
talk to a doctor before going to
drug stores and buying over-thecounter pyrethroid-based products. The problem is that
[pyrethroid-based products] are
easier to get and relatively inexpensive; they don't need to make
appointments, " Yoon said.
Junior pre-nursing major
Linda Agmrre, of Chicago,
agreed that the first thing she
would do is go to the drug store
and look. for an OTC product.
"Personally, I wouldn't go to

SIUE professor Kyong Sup Yoon Is seen In his toxicology lab Friday, Aug . 11, 2015. Yoon Is conducting research

I Photo by Christion K.

about head and body lice.

the doctor for lice," Aguirre said.
According to Yoon, most
people don't realize how using
OTC products are contributing to
kdr resistance to lice. Some people, such as Aguirre, are reluctant
to make doctor's appointment for
lice because it's not a life-threatening issue. Others don't feel that
the often-steeper price of prescription drugs is worth it.
"I feel like going to the doctor for lice is kind of exaggerating
in a way;" Aguirre aid.

Yoon recommends alternative lice removal methods for
those who don't want to see doctors. He suggests using professional nitpickers - people who
are trained in lice removal. itpickers use small combs and regular shampoos or sometimes only
water. They manually remove lice
from the head without using any
chemicals at all.
Yoon believes that the constant use of pyrethroids might
have caused lice tO develop other

Textbook fees on the
e from previous years
1 HA L ORANIKA
A i . tie Reporter

25 percent increase on Textk <.: f\1Ces tees has kicked into efthi, fi,t.1 1year, up from the past
~. - pe1u:nt .1verage.
\. ordmg to Budget Director
• t1. r i.: ·en with the significant
1, ·, ,t 1dents are still saving a lot
ifmnm:1:
"<.;nidc1 t~ pay a nW11ber offees
.md one b the textbook rental fee.
Wlut h,t\ happened with the textbook rent.ti fee is the normal
pmci:ss," Winter said. "In prior
rears, WC had about a 5 percent fee
increase in the recent years, and the
thing about the teA'l:book rental fee is
it' intended to save snidents a lot of
money. [At] a lot of other schools,
you have to pwtliase your textbooks
every year. The way that the textbook fee works is each book. has to
stay in circulation for a three-year
minimmn - nine semesters.
According to Lora Miles, assistant vice chancellor of Student Affairs, the Textbook Services fees did
not happen rapidly, but through a
drawn out fee review process, which
happened last year.
"It went through Srudent Government, and they approved it last
fall. It went into effect this year, so

those processes started a year ago,"
Miles said.
Winter said the increase was
largely triggered by textbook publishing comr,anies printing fewer
books and shifting more toward digital files.
"Textbook. publishers are shifting toward a digital electronic format, ;md they're forcii}g us to do it,
o on certain textbooks they'll say,
We wjll,no longer publish a paper•
·
f that,"' Winter •d. "YQ:u
ave
uy somedmlgfur a tablet,
a-, ~ ml format and they change
· ~ cing structure. 'When you
buy aliook - like a piece of paper
book, [or] hard copy-you own it;
they have it over and students borrow it. You're paying for what's
called an access code, and you pay it
every semester. Right now we're in
this really transitional stage, and
we're trymg to figure out what is
best for students."
The price structure and format
of access codes, which the university
started buying in bulk is another reason for the significant fee increase.
''The first year it wasn't that
much, but the second year we did it,
it doubled and the third year it almost tripled. So instead of buying a
book that we can use for nine semesters, I now have an access code at
$70 a semester. We realized. that elec-

Lee/Alestle

means of resis tance besides kdr.
He plans to begin another tudy
to test this theory.
"I've never been out there
collecting lice to see if they have
acquired additional resistance
mechanisms. Our next step is to
go out there and see if those lice
have more than one resistance
mechanism," Yoon said.
Jessica Oranika can be reached at
joranika@olestfefive.com or 650-3527.

at

u-onic, digital materials aren't going
to keep up witl1 ,Kcess cod~."
According to Wint , even afjer
the fee increase, students still pay less
for textbooks in comparison to tudents of
r universities, as shown
by san1 · that Financial Affairs
prep,ai.us..,4l',.
'".,.,_.-..._ __ t\vo accounring 1na-

had to
S195 per
ter saiJ.
nc would
over <l;l ,'.itlO .md the .
0 for th?lr specific
roughlr, ~1ey paid I
of $1,300 Qr s Hoo I
gs are
100, and
·vely." ••.
counting' ajor Ashascoutah said.she does
not mind
extra fee increase because in cttrospcct, she still saves a
lot of money, especially since SIUE
is one of the most affordable universities in the state.
"It doesn't really affect me in a
big way," Bass said. "Some things
change every year, but if you look at
tuition as a whole, it tends to stay
somewhat constant every year," Bass
said. "Twenty-five percent sounds
pretty big to me, so hopefully a big
JWnp like that doesn't keep happening."
Michael Oranika can be reached at
moranika@olestlefive.com or 650-3527.

Have a story idea or news tip?
We are always interested 1n hearing about news in our
community! Submit your news at alestlellve.com.
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Campus power outage
disrupts university activities
PUJA MEHTA
Alestle Managing Editor

Students wait for power to come back on In the Morris University

I Photo by Lauren Lowe/ Alestle

Center.

A two-hour power outage on
Tuesday, Sept. 1 resulted in several class
cancellations and student employees relieved from work. The power went out
across campus, but remained on in
Rendleman Hall.
Students left the Morris University Center frustrated because they were
unable to purchase their morning coffee and breakfasts. The MUC posted
signs on entrances saying it was unable
to offer services, including food, until
power was restored.
Although the power went out at
approximately 8:40 a.m., ane-Lertwas
not sent out announcing the outage
until approxiamtely 9: 13 a.m. Another
e-Lert was sent out at approximately
11 :40 a.m., announcing power was restored.
Junior medical biology major
Lauren Mueth, of Smithton, said she
noticed the power was out as she was
walking fium the old science building
to Science Building West.
"'The hallway was pitch black,"
Muethsaid "Wegotoutofphysiology
lab after 15 minutes because the power

went out. [Our teaching assistant] said,
'Ifit comes back on in 15 minutes, then
we'll have class. If not, then you're out.'
So we only had lab for 15 minutes."
While some students were informed of the power outage when a
few _classes were cancelled, Catering
Services employee and graduate civil
engineering
student
Madhuri
Komirishetty, of South India, said she
was unable to work due to the power
outage.
''I couldn't clock in for my shift,
but we still [got] paid for the hours the
power [was] out," Komirishetty said
The power outage also resulted in
elevator shutdowns as well. Catering
Services employee and sophomore
computer science major Tazaki Khan,
of Bangladesh, said he stepped out of
the service elevator just in rime.
"I was saved by 30 seconds,"
Khan said. ''People downstairs were
saying the power went out due to
something with Ameren."
When asked what exactly caused
the power outage, Director of Morris
University Center Joseph Pearson
would not respond
Pu/a Mehta can be reached at
pmehta@alestlellve.com or 650-3527.

The blackout spread campus wide,
affecting the corridor connecting
the Morris University Center and the
Student Success Center.

I Photo by Lauren Lowe/ Alestle

Madigan, Rauner face showdown day over major labor bill
Cetyour
daily serving
of news,
opinion,
tifestyles,

and sports.

RICK PEARSON AND
MONIQUE GARCIA
Chicago Tribune (MCT)
A significant showdown in
state government's political stalem ate is expected to unfold at the
Capitol on Wednesday when Dem ocrats led by H ouse Speaker
Michael Madigan attempt to override Republican Gov. Bruce
Rauner's veto of a m ajor labor bill.
The campaign-style effort on
both sides has featured attack ads,
automated phone calls and doseddoor lobbying. The fight involving
power, loyalty and campaign cash
is both the latest example of the ongoing political intransigence in
Springfield and a foreshadowing of
how next year's state House and
Senate elections may play out.
At stake is a measure backed
by public employee unions that
would require binding arbitration
if Rauner and unionized workers
reach an impasse in attempts to
reach a new contract. In exchange,
state workers co uld not be locked
out or go on strike.
The state's collective bargaining agreement with the American
Federation of State, County and
Municipal E mployees Council 31
expired on July 1, the start of the
new budget year. Talks have been
ongoing, though little progress has
been reported.
The Democratic-controlled
General Assembly approved the arbitration bill in May and Rauner
vetoed it in late July: The Senate,
however, voted to override the governor last month.
That set the stage for Wednesday's vote by the House. M adigan
needs to collect 71 votes to thwart
Rauner -- cxactlv the number of
Democrats in tl1e chamber. The
speaker has said he has eno ugh
votes, but some of his members in
potentia ll y competitive legislative
d isu-icts sav the, han:n't \et decided whether ' to suppc>rt tl1e
mo\'e. And it's question.1ble if an,·
Republicans will cross Rauner t<l
b,1ek an override.
Ram1er has said tl1c measure
cuts to the heart of his governance,
a mandate he believes ,·oters gave
him last fall to rein in excessive
spending in a state controlled bv
Democrats for the previous dozen
years. Handing control over raises
in a union contract to an unelected
arbitrator conld cost the •state
money it doesn't l,ave and force a

tax increase, Rauner contends.

The legislation also goes to a
central theme of his new administration in seeking to use the budget
impasse to leverage a weakening of
collective bargaining rights for
public employees at the state and
local levels and eliminate prevailing
union wage rates on public construction contracts.
Democrats who control the
legislature say the measure is a response to Rauner's repeated attempts to demanize public
employee unions, calling them part
of the "corrupt" system that has
plagued Springfield. They contend
Rauner's effort to take on unions
represents an attack on the middle
class.
The measure has created a rallying call on both sides.
Rauner has sent letters and
met with individual lawmakers to
urge them to sustain his veto. "It is
a direct affront to Illinois taxpayers
al!d to mx ability to negotiate on
their behalf," Rauner wrote.
This week, Rauner's office
raised a new argument in favor of
overriding the bill. General counsel
John Barclay distributed a letter to
agency directo rs saying the bill
would prevent the hiring of more
minority employees.
''If these regressive hiring practices are not eliminated in our next
cotiective bargaining agreements, it
will make it very difficult to adequately address the systemic underutilization
of
mino rities
throughout state government,"
Barclay wrote.
AFSCME responded by saying that union representation enhances the promotion rate of
minorities.
. As part of the campaign
agamst an override, Rauner and his
allies have secured support for the
veto from many newspaper editorial boards, including the Chicaao
Tribune.
i:,
A super political action committee affiliated with ;1 group that
Rauner has he,1vily fonded n 10k out
,l fi.ill-p,1ge ad in "the Sunda\' Tribune and sent out postcards that accused Democratic Rep. Carol Sente
of being "for sale" to Madig,m. Last
fall, Sente won a L ake Countv race
over Republican challenger Leslie
Munger, who went on to beco me
Rauner's band-picked state comptroller.
"Everyone has put pressure on
me -- people I don't know, my con-

stituents, wherever I go," Sente told continued gridlock past late SepCLTY, specifically citing personal tember will make it difficult for the
appeals from Rauner and Madigan. state to pay retiree pensions and
But Sente, who voted for the arbi- health care, which could lead to a
tration bill in May, said, "I am credit downgrade.
"I am really disappointed that
going to vote to support the override."
we are focused on this instead of
Another Rauner-backed polit- the real issues that are facing Illiical action committee has launched nois," Franks said of the legislation.
a series of automated phone calls "~e ~e in one of the worst possible
into the distriets of some Democ- situations now ... we've totally lost
rats and Republicans who have our focus, we've allowed politics to
large union constituencies, urging take over policy."
Republicans insist their allethe veto not be overridden.
On the union side, even or- giances lie with their new GOP
ganized labor groups unaffected by governor. Rauner has made no sethe legislation have put out alerts cret that he is willing to use his perasking members to call their kw- sonal wealth and that of his allies to
makers to support an override. enforce discipline and put up priThey include the Illinois Education mary challengers to those not willAssociation, which represents ing to follow him.
Among Republicans, the main
teachers outside Chicago, and Service Employees International Union focus of a potential crossover is
Healthcare Illinois, whose mem- Rep. Raymond Poe of Springfield,
bers provide child care and home a 20-year veteran. Like Sen. Sam
health care for seniors and those McCann of Carlinville, the lone Rewith disabilities.
publican senator to support the
The House vote on Wednes- override, Poe has a large conday is expected to be close, in con- stituency of union members. Poe
trast to the Senate, which overrode has been subjected to heavy lobbying by AFSCME, other unions and
Rauner with two votes to spare.
The measure originally passed Rauner allies.
the H ouse with 67 votes -- four shy
While House GOP leader Jim
of the 71 required to overturn Durkin said he is encouraging all of
Rauner's veto. Two Democrats his members to vote against the
were absent back in May: As of override, he would not speculate
Tuesday, at least two other Democ- where the final vote may land.
rats say they are still on the fence : Durkin said it was likely to be an
Rep. Jack Franks of Marengo and "emotional" vote, saying he is doing
Rep. Andre Thapedi of Chicago, his best to address questions and
neither of whom cast a vote on the dispel misinformation.
bill last rime around.
"AFSCME, I credit them, they
T hapedi said he declined to are doing a very comprehensive job
weigh in because he had unan- in readiing o ut to members of the
swered questions and could not un- legislature, one of them even
derstand why AFSCME would be reached out to me,'' Durkin said.
willing to give up its ability to "Bur the fact is o ur members arc
strike. Thapedi said while he has very thoughtful, the~ have a lot of
met witl1 union officials about the questions and we arc still working
~
bill, he has vet to hear from our W,1\' through them."
Rauner's office:
Like Ram1cr, Durkin \aid the
'Things can ch,mge in a matter \'0tc i\ over "an mcredibh· powerof mmutes, but I am a little sur- fol" issue of t.1king contr~ll of the
prised I have not heard back from collecri vc barg.1ini11g process c>lit of
the gm·ernor's oflice,'' 1l1apcdi said. the gowrnor\ hamk Durkin
"l lu\'t: the full pcrspectiYe from the \\arncd the curn.:nt pool of.1rbirr.1Al-SC~tE folks, but I still don't tor~ wen: nominated under Demoquite understand ,vlw the unions cratic administr,1tions.
would g1Yc up their h~mmer."
Labor groups argue the goverFranks called the battle a dis- nor wants to strip awav ritrhts to
traction fro m bigger issues, includ- fai r wages and health cart Thcv
ing an unresolved budget tl1at's put note that a similar pro,,ision for
state government on the path to binding arbitration exists for "first
spend a projected $6 billion more responder" public employees, such
than it is taking in. He pointed to a as police and firefighters, who are
report released this week by not allowed to strike.
Moody's Investors Service that said
Read more news at a lestlelive.com
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New scholarship program POil I CE
eases application process ~ BLOTTER
1

JESSICA ORANIKA
Atest/e Reporter
SIUE has launched a new
scholarship management program.
The
web ·
page,
siuc.academicworks.com, serves to
make it easier for smdents to locate,
apply for and keep u·ack of scholarships. Director of Development for
Li6rary and Information Services
Kyle Moore said he believes the website will be beneficial for all who visit
it.
"It's a big consolidation of all
the scholarships on campus into one
place so that students can easily find
w~at they are looking for," Moore
said.
Director of Pros~ct Research
and Special Projects Cathy Taylor
said sfie believes this prow.am simplifies the scholarship search process
for smdents.
"Students don't have to go
looking in a million different places
for scholarships. Everythjng is going
to_ be available [on the siteJ," Taylor
said.
In previous years,
SIUE's
scholarsliip process was not ideal.
Some scholarships were not being
awarded because people did not
know about them. Also, with limited
applicant pools, some cholarships
were being awarded to f>!:Ople wlio
were not the best candidates for
them.
"I think sometimes the applicant pools were small because some
smdents didn't necessarily know the
scholars~p opportunity existed,"
Taylor said.
According to_graduate smdent
Jessica Carrier, ofBdleville, searching for scholarships could be difficult
without guidance.
"I've gotten scholarships before
at my last school, but it was an automatic thing whe~y_ou applied. If you
had a certain ACT score, then you

just got it. The only scholarships I
know how to get arc the ones I was
automatically matched fm;" Carrier
said.
There was concern that many
students were missing out on schoI~rship money by simply not applymg.
"For instance, we have awards
in the library that if we get enough
qualified apP,licants, sometimes we
will give out four; sometimes we will
give out five. There were years where
we gave away one, but we could
have given away three or four more
if we had gotten enough qualified
applicants to pursue it. This website
will help_Iemedy that," Moore said.
SIUE administrators decided to
address this problem and make the
process more organized campus
wide. They decided' to create a group
of people from different departments
deilicated to resolving this issue.
"Chancellor Julie Furst-Bowe
established a Scholarship Task Force
in the early fall - last August with representatives from various
units across campus. Basically, our
job was to take a fook at the scholarship process campus wide, and look
for a way to make it more efficient
and user friendly," Taylor said.
According to Carrier, the
pros].)CCt of an e~ier sc_h~larship system for students IS exaung.
''I think it's a good idea. When
I first came here1 I even asked a few
people in the Fmancial Aid Office
how to get scholarships, and ther,
didn't really know what to tell me,
Carrier said.
This program is available to all
incoming anacurrently enrolled students. As soon as students are accepted to SIUE, they can log in to
the website and view about 450
scholars~ps. After logging in, students will be promptea to fill Out a
general application."The website can
then recommend scholarships that
students have qualified for based on

that application.
'The general application asks a
few basic questions, mtegrates with
our smdent information system and
matches all their infom1ation, including GPA, major, minor and any
oilier informaoon that might lend itself to a scholarship. It can actuallr,
even apply them for the scholarship, '
Taylor said.
The website also makes things a
little easier for the administrators of
scholarships - they can handle the
reviewing, selection, offering and
post acceptance processes all on.line.
They can also keep track of students
eligibili!)' for scho1arships.
'Toe system is great, too, for
people who administer scholarshiP.s
because it can monitor the student's
compliance along the process. Ifstu- ·
dents are qualified wfien they apply,
but for instance, their GPA tanks, or
they change_ their major and are no
longer qualified for a scholarship, the
~stem can notify the administrators.
The administrators don't have to
ke_ep manually checking," Taylor
said
The Scholarship Task Force is
working on a new feature that will
allow smdents access to information
on the donors that they are receiving
the scholarship from, including photos and stories. This way, they can
contact, interact with and thank
those people.
"The system will allow us to
showcase donor profiles, so we will
be able to better steward the gifts
that we do receive. We can include a
photo_or ~ story a~mt ~e person or
orgaruzaaon who 1s givmg out the
award so the students can see where
the money is coming from," Taylor
said.
Students can easily find a link to
siue.academicworks.com by loP.g
in to the SIUE website and seaidiing the keyword "scholarship."
Jessica Oranika can be reached at
joranika@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

Mandatory 20-hour work limit
raises campus discussion, concern
among student employees
MICHAEL ORANIKA
Alestle Reporter
The new school vear ushers
SIUE's controversial 20-hour limited
workweek limit into its second year.
According to Morris Universiry
Center Director Joseph Pearson, the
20-ho ur limit was not related to
budget cuts, as widely ~peculated, but
aligns with a provision of the Affordable Care Act, which took effect last
year.
" Within the Affordable Care
Act, there were some requirements
that beyo nd some level of hours that
the university would have to provide
health benefits to student employees
and then typically, the whole of student employment. Twenty hours is
pretty much the standard across the
country and anything above could
have a detrimental impact oo a student's academic success," Pearson
said.
Pearson said his department routinely monitors students' GPAs and
has talks with them when it raises

concern. Before the 20-hour limit,
students with GPAs below 2.5
weren't allowed to work over 20
hours.
"Sometimes we have conversations with them about priori.ties.
'Hey, you're not here to work; you're
here to be a student. What can we do
to help you be successful?' Those conversa tions have happened in the past
and they continue to happen ."
Senior public relations major
Andrew Maas, of Frankfield, said be
believes the 20-hour work limit is appropriate because it prevents students
from overexerting themselves, which
may backfire academically.
"A lot of students, if they had
their way, would work 48-plus hours
and go to school full time - I would
just be exhausted," Maas said. "From
a financial standpoint though, a lot of
people do need more than 20 hours
and need enough money to be able to
sustain their lifestyles."
Junior accounting major Brooke
Wilby, of Nebo, said she was working
26 hours a week before the 20-hour
limit went into effect. Wilby said the

rule is counterproductive because
many students seek off-campus jobs
to compensate for the lack of hours
and end up having co juggle more
work.
"We used to be able to work 37
and a half hours," Wilby said. ''Now,
we sit here during break while everyone's gone, and we can only work 20
hours; it's nor even worth it."
Accordi ng ro Maas, the 20hours -a-weck limit is best conducive
to efficiency among student workers,
although it may not be enough to
support those with children.
"You're going to get workers at
their most productive, so to speak,
because if thc)"'re working full-rime,
they're going to drain them elves, and
you're not going to get the most productive student," Maas said. "You
may be paying them, bur you're not
going to get the most effort out of
them. The onJy negative I can sec is
that some people, especially if they
have kids, can't just work with 20
hours. "
Michael Oranika can be reached at
moranika@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

Want to write for an award-winning
student newspaper?

8-18-15
An officer responded to Lot C to
meet with a subject who believed
someone might have attempted
to break into his or her vehicle
while it was parked in Lot B. A
small piece of trim around the
lock had fallen off. There was no
obvious damage or indications of
a break-in. The owner did not
want a report.

An officer issued a state citation
to Ashley J. Marchello for improper lane usage on a one-way
street, The offense occurred on
South University Drive at the Pl
Road crossover

8-19-15
A caller reported a 9 or 10-yearold female was lost and wandering around campus. Officers
determined the juvenile to be a
Dunbar Elementary School student. Dunbar Elementary School
advised the juvenile had been located by the school and was safe.
During a routine traffic stop for
no rear registration light, Juanita
R. Horton was arrested and
given a State citation for driving
on a suspended license. The offense occurred on Circle Drive at
Lot C. Horton was transported
to the police department where
she was processed. Horton was
released after posting $150 bond.

8-21-15
Ariel R. Heiserman was arrested
for unlawful possession of
cannabis and unlawful possession
of drug paraphernalia. She was
transported to the SIUE PD
where she was processed. Heiserman was released with a notice to
appear and escorted to Woodland
Hall.

An officer stopped a vehicle for
driving without headlights on
North University Drive at P3
Road. Tessa N. Harlield was arrested for D DI and issued state
citations for driving without
headlights and DUI. She was
transported to the SIUE PD
where she was processed.
Harfield posted $300 bond and
was released. The vehicle was
rowed from the scene.
8-22-15
An officer stopped a vehicle for
driving without lights. Grant R.
Hansen was arrested and issued a
state citation for driving with a
suspended license and a written
warning for driving without
headlights. He was transported
to the SIUE PD where he was
fingerptinted, photographed and
processed. Hansen was released
on a notice to appear.

8-23-15
A caller reported several items
stolen from her apartment including lamps, a filing cabinet,
books and school supplies.
Housing was contacted. While
some of the resident's belongings
were found in her storage area,
some of her belongings may have
been put into the unclaimed
property room for summer clean•
mg. The officer transported her
to the Commons to meet with
Housing staff to fill out the paperwork and check on the location of her belongings. The
c:ommunity di.rector stated University Housing Facilities Management may have some of her

items.

Pick .up an application at THE Al.ESTLE office. MUC 2022

An officer stQpped. a vehicle for

disobeying a traffic control device. Jamaal K. Bovell was arrested for unlawful possession of
drug paraphernalia and unlawful
possession of cannabis and transported to the SIUE PD where he
was fingerprinted, photographed
and processed. Bovell was also isued a state citation for a disobeying traffic control device.
The offense occurred on North
University Drive at Cougar Lake
Drive. Bovell was released with a
notice to appear. The vehicle was
towed from scene.

8-26-15
Officers observed several subjects
running from behind Prairie Hall
with an odor of cannabis. Officers identified and spoke with the
subjects; no illegal contraband
was found.

8-27-15

An officer stopped a vehicle for a
traffic violation. Cory J. Thomas
was arrested on an active Pontoon Beach PD failure to appear
warrant for driving with a revoked driver's license and DUI.
Joshua J. Nelson was arrested on
an active Glen Carbon PD failure
to appear warrant for retail theft,
armed robbery and battery.
Thomas and Nelson were transported to the SIUE PD where
they were fingerprinted, photographed
and
processed.
Thomas was issued a state citation issued for no valid driver's li•
cense and a written warning for
no rear regisrration light on
North University Drive at New
Poag Road. The DUI investigation continues. Thomas was unable to post the $750 cash bond
and was released to the custody
of Pontoon Beach PD. Nelson's
failure to appear warrant was a
no bond warrant and he was released to the custody of Glen
Carbon PD. The vehicle was
towed from the scene.

8-29-15
During a routine traffic stop for
0ne headlight, Sodiq A. Oloko
was arrested for driving on a revoked license. He was transported to the SIUE PD where he
was fingerprinted, photographed
and processed. Oloko was issued
state citations for one headlight
being out, driving with a revoked
license and no insurance. The offenses occurred on northwest entrance at Circle Drive. Oloko
posted S150 bond and was released.
A 911 call to Edwardsville reported an accident on Stadium
Drive near the soccer fields,
claiming a semi hit a pawer pole.
The Edwardsville F1re Department was dispatched to the
scene. Ameren was notified and
responded. The semi hit a small
junction box. There were no injuries. There was minor damage
to the vehicle, and it was driven
away from the scene.

8-31-15
A student advised he received a
possibly threatening text message
off campus from an acquaintance. The student was referred
to the appropriate police agency.
An officer contacted the acquaintance who agreed not to contact
the student again.

9-1-15
A written warning was issued for
speeding 39 mph in a 25 mph
speed z.one on North University
Drive at North Circle Drive.
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LOCAL COMEDY SHOW STRIVES FOR

Thursdav, September 3, 2015

TV SPOTLIGHT

MADISON O'BRIEN
Alestle Reporter

If "The Tonight Show" and "Saturday
Night Live" had a bab); it would be none
other than "STL Up Late."
"STL UP Late" allows the Midwest to
have a voice that has not been heard before,
while also shining light on the city's artistic
community.
Rate Willian1s, an SIUE alum, writer and
performer for "STL Up Late," describes the
show as gritty; raw and homegrown.
"We want to create a commun ity where
St. Louis artists can thrive, and right now
there isn't anything else on TV that is local
and serves that purpose," Williams said.
For four seasons, the late night comedy
talk show based out of St. Loui has hosted
local heroes and grass-root musical guests
such as "John Hardy and the Public," along
with other various local bands.
"We want locals to be able to have their
own platform, creating a vehicle for them
to succeed," Williams said.
But now, "STL Up Late" needs the community's help.
"STL Up Late" is attempting to raise
$35,000 through the crowdfunding platform Kickstarter by Sept. 15 in order to
have their show air on KMOVTV. "STL
Up Late" also plans to host a trivia night
and live comedy fundraising event 4 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 13 at Laurie's on Main Street
in Edwardsville.
"We shot a pilot of the show, and KMOV
accepted it, but we wanted to do our show
our way. We had two options - we could
either sell completely to the network or
raise the money for the show ourselves to
keep complete creative control. The money
is all for production costs, such as a new set
built for TY, camera equipment, audio recording equipment and studio equipment,"
Williams said.
To further the mission of"STL Up Late,"
Williams expressed the importance of utilizing Kickstarter.com in ·read of other online
campaigns.
"With Kickstarter, either you make the
money or you don't. All the money goes
back to the donors if we do not reach our
end goal. That's why we chose Kickstarter
over GoFundMc. We wanted to be transparent, because we will not get the money
back and that creates a sense of urgency,
showing the public how serious we are
about it," Williams said.
So far, "STL Up Late" has raised more
than $15,000.
"Statistically, that puts us in good shape.
We have hit up friends, family and anyone
else who will really listen to what we are
trying to do. As an alw11, I think SIUE is a
great place to start branching out to more
people. We would love the student support
to broaden our audience," Williams said.
If the cast reaches their goal, the show
is slated to air this November on a weekly
basis.
·
"We want to keep doing the show the
same way that we do now, the only difference being that it is on TY. We want to-make
changes minimal, doing the show with top-

Questions or comments regarding this
section? Contact the Lifestyles Editor at
650-3527 or lifestyles@alestlelive.com.

SIUE Alum Rafe WIiiiams (left) and cast member Kate Cole (left) of "STL Up Late" perform for
the potential pilot episode.
I Photo a nd graphic c ourtesy of Rafe Williams

ics we want to discuss and talents that we
want to shine. We want to be a voice for St.
Louis issues," Williams said.
Despite having more than $20,000 left
to raise, Williams is not intimidated.
'We have to operate from a positive
mindset. The reason we want to do the
show is in the right place, because we believe it is good for everybody in the region.
As long as we are operating from that point
of view, everything else will take care of
itself," Williams said. "The cast all works
really hard, and sacrifices a lot of time, energy and money for the show to be its best.
When you love what you do the universe
will take care of you."
•
However, if the goal is not reacli.ed, the
show must go on.
''If we don't make the money, we will
continue to do the show live . . . " These
people work really hard, and we believe our
show makes St. Louis a better place. Our
show bri ngs together laughter and a love of
community, which is something the town
could use a lot of," Williams said.
Additionally, ' STL Up Late" invites
citi7ens, entrepreneurs and artists from the
region to contact them for guest spots on
the show.
"If anyone has an interesting project or
business, we are always looking for
new guests. If the show gets on TY,
it will broaden the talent while also
allowing them to reach out to more
people," Williams said. "Whatever
you are passionate about, we want
it to be made aware of to the public of St. Louis."
Williams believes it is not necessary to move to big cities such
as Los Angeles, New York or Chicago in order to make your name
known as an artist. He encourages
students to write their own ticket
and create opportunities just as he
did.
After graduating from SIUE,
Williams started his career as a
stand up comedian at The Improv
Shop in St. Louis.
''Eric Christensen [the host of
'STL Up Late'] was my teacher at
The Improv Shop and taught me
the art form there. [Christensen J

recruited everyone from The Improv Shop
for the show, and I started out as a joke
writer. I was recruited for stand up, and
became an official cast member in season
three," Williams said.
"STL Up Late" currently calls the Marcelle
Theater home, where the cast performs live
shows in front of a studio audience, usually
ranging between 80-100 people, Saturday
nights at 9 p.m.
''In season, we do the show every Saturday night for 16 weeks, and then take a
small break before we start up again. We
have been raising money every other weekend now for the show," Williams said.
According to Williams, having a support system from people at SIUE is more
important than anything.
"The people I met are invaluable resources to me that will be available forever. The
education I got here is very important. I
k:arned how to net\vork, be out in the community and be active, wbicl1 are all very important in this world," Williams said. ·
Williams also mentioned that there could
be a Jot of different opportunities involving the show's production if it makes it to
the big screen, including internships for
students.
"I know how hard it is to get an intern-

ship. When I went here [SIUE] - I know
how slim the opportunity was to get hands
on experience working on a local show that
involved my communit): If we have interns, you would be working hard, not just
getting coffee," Williams. aid.
Internships for "STL Up Lare," could
be available to anyone majoring in mass
communications, theatre and even business
students, according to Williams.
"We could potentially start taking interns in 201 6. O nce the show starts, it will
become it m, n 52-week monster, and we
will need people- as soon as November. Our
interns wouldn't get lost in the shuffle; they
would be a valuable member to our team,"
Williams said.
In the meantime, Williams encourages
students to find their passion.
"Find what you love, and get really good
at it. Be the hero of your own movie. You
can make your own opportunities by finding like-minded people that will all work
hard toward a common goal," Williams
said. "Look at others who have gone before you, and make tl1em a part of your network. Success leaves behind clues, o look
at the people you consider successful and
follow in their footsteps."
To watch past performances and clips or
purcha e tickets, visit STLUpLate.com. To
support "STL Up Late" with a donation,
check out its Kickstarter campaign by scanning the QR code below.
Madison O'Brien can be reached at
mobrien@alestlelive.com
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According to a 2012 survey conducted by Harris Poll,
one in five aduJts has a tattoo.
It is not an uncommon occurrence to see college stuJents
walking around campus with
a tattoo, piercing or any other
form of body modification.
Whethe( you ha,·c always
wanted ink o·r held back di°ic
to parental discretion, if you
have carefully thought out
and know exactly what you
want tattooed on you, the
next step is to research and
find the best tattoo shop for
you.
Fortunately, SIDE is near
St. Louis, where a hubbub of
tattoo shops arc located. But
you do not have to look too
far to find high quality tattoo
shops - in fact, three shops
line Main Street in downtown Edwardsville: American
Classic Tattoo Emporium,
Evermore Gallery and Underground Artworks.
Whether you want to add
to your sleeve, try a nose
piercing or get inked for the
very first time, this list will
give you everything you need

to know to get started on
fi nding your perfect shop.
Remember, it i~ important
to do cxten ive research on a
tattoo hop, e pecially the artists at said shop. Know your
artist's strengths and weaknesses, and budget yo urself
wiseh: Tattoos are rightfully
cxpc11sive, so do not seek out
cheap work, because you will
find yourself getting an unsanitarv basement tattoo by
an unlicensed tattoo artist.
And the last thing you want
is to be left with an in fection
and a poorly executed tattoo
for everyone to see.
If you are nervous, you
can bring along a friend for
support. Most shops are very
accommodating to their patrons and want them to feel
as comfortable as possible.
NOTE: More than 50 tattoo shops were named in the
Metro East area, therefore,
only 13 were selected at random. These shops are not
listed in order of value by
the writer. Rather, the list is
ordered by the proximity of
shops, ranging from nearest
to farthest from the SIDE
campus.

Read more lifestyles at
alestlelive.com

TO MEET YOUR BODY
MODIFICATION NEEDS
1. EVERMORE GALLERY

8.

EDWARDSVILLE

BELLEVI LLE

FB.COM/ EVERMOREGALLERY

FB .COM/ ALMIGHTYTATTOOS

IG : @_EVERMOREGALLERY_

g.

TWITTER : @EVERMOREGALLERY

ALMIGHTY STUDIOS

TRADER

Boe's

TATTOO SHOP

2. AMERICAN CLASSIC

Sr. Louis

TATTOO EMPORIUM

TWITTER: @TRADERBOBS

EDWARDSVILL E

IG : @TRADERBOBSTATTOO

IG: @AMERICANCLASSICTATTOO

10. IRON AGE STUDIOS

3.

UNDERGROUND

Sr. Louts

ARlWORKS

TWITTER: @IRONAGESTU DIOS

EDWARDSVILLE

IG : @IRONAGESTUD IOS

IG: @UNDERGROUNDARTWORKS

4.

BODY TREASURES
TATTOOING
ALTON
FB .COM/ BooYTREASURESTATTOO

5.

11. ENIGMA TATTOOS &
BODY PIERCINGS
Sr. Louis
FB.COM/ EN IGMATATTOOSSTUDIO
IG: @ENIGMATATTOO

PIASA BODYART

ALTON

12. TOWER CLASSIC TATTOO

FB.COM/PIASABODYART

ST. LOUIS

IG: @PIASABODYART

TWITTER: @TOWERCLASSIC

6.

IG: @TowERCLAss1cTATT001NG

INKSANE ASYLUM

TROY
FB.COM/INKSAN E.ASYLUM

7.

EAST SIDE TATTOO

13.

TRX TATTOO

&

PIERCINGS
Sr. Louis

ROXANA

TWITTER: @TRXTATTOOS

FB.COM/ EASTS I DE ROX

IG: @TRXTATTOOS
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Express your opinion 24 hou rs a day, seven
days a week . Polls, messag e boards and
more at www .alestlellve.com .
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Two student trustees, one vote:
Use Rauner's veto as motivation, spread the word

Currently, the two student
trustees share one vote on a board of
nine individuals in total, but neither
have been able to cast a vote for two
years. The measure in place gives the
governor the power of choosing
which one of the student
representatives will have the ability to
vote, but neither Rauner, nor his
predeces or, Pat Quinn, appointed a
vote to either student.
Metaphoricall); that is the
equivalent of telling a pair oftwins
that they only count as one
individual, not considering the
different opinions, needs and
concerns of two separate entities namely SIUE and SIUC.

In an interview last Friday with
H &R Springfield Bureau ChiefKun
Erickson, Rauner said, 'The longterm views of professionals must be
given appropriate weight. The
current make-up allows for the
students' perspective to be heard
without diluting the insight gained
from the other trustees' years of
profession.al experience."
Rauner's mindset says a lot
about how much he nuly values the
thoughts of who the educatio n
system is all about - the students.
After imposing budget cuts
onto the state's higher education
system,
consequently
causing
students to pay more out-of-pocket,
Rauner already appeared as though
he did not nuly support the mission
of helping young adults get college
degrees, but now it seems crystal
clear that he does not care about their
opinions either.
Although SIU is one collective
sxsrc°: it i~ illogical to think that the
rwo sister schools can be lumped
together when it comes to student
voices l:x:ing heard. Each institution
is facing its own challenges with
varyi ng factors involved. Every
carnpu~ has a diffen:nt student body
T11erefore, there is no way tl1ar two

Choose your

r-)8\AfS:

Last week, reporter Alison Parker
and cameraman Adan, Ward were
shot and killed during a live broadcast
on their home network, WDBFIV in
Roanoke, Va. The shooter, Vester
Flanagan, was a former co-worker.

First, I should say that for
journalists, editors and producers, this
particular story is an incredibly glaring
one. I can only in1agine how dose to
home the rragedy must feel for other
TV news stations - I can see how it
would overshadow many of the other
happenings around the globe. And
from a pure ratings side, the story is
valuable. It comes in itself wit!,
footage from two different angles,
shock value and a twisted storyline
that can be followed fur beyond most
news stories.
I should also say that the ethical
issue of the amount to show on-air has
been in debate for quite a while.
Frightening, graphic, or generally
shocking images and videos have been
a hot topic in the news world,
especially as the events of the world
have become more graphic (and more
likely to be captured on camera).
The news crew at WDBJTI had
an outpouring of support from fellow
journalists across the country - the
hashtag #WeStmdWithWDBJ spread
throughout social media as other
news workers showed their support.
However, I also feel like the WDBJ

Gov.
Bruce
Rauner
is
continuing to make himself Jess and
less popular with the student
population of Illinois. Last week,
Rauner vetoed a bill that would have
given voting power to both student
trustees in the Southern Illinois
University system - D illon Santoni
from Edwardsville, and Allen Shelton
from Carbondale.
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Dani Wilson
Alestle Sports Editor
The tragedy came with a
storyline, si nce Flanagan openly cited
inspiration from historically wellknown shootings and had worked
with Ward and Parker. It also came
with shocking visuals, since in addition
to the live broadcast, Flanagan
videotaped the entire event on his
phone and posted it to social media.
After the initial broadcast in
which Ward and Parker were shot onair, WDBJTI chose not to show
footage of the shooting out of respect
for family and friends in the viewing
area. Instead, the station aired tributes
t6 their co-workers. However,
multiple other news stations and social
media showed footage of the shooting
nearly round-the-clock_

groups of over 10,000 students all
have the same mindset and operate
the same way.
Even if both student trustees
were allowed their own votes, two
does not outweigh the seven
professionals that make up the board.
The students elected to this position
represent their student bodies in the
decision-making process, and it is
vital to have the input of a student
who might be affected by certain
policies. It only makes sense to give
each srudent trustee the right to voice
that with a vote.
To not allow students to vote on
policies that directly affect them is a
twisted way of maintaining power
and control over a population. Aside
&om Rauner's veto, his continued
hesitation. to appoint a vote to just
one of tl1e members is frustrating,
reflecting that students' best interest
is not in mind.
Gran.red, it could be tl1at Rauner
feared it wo uld inadequately portray
the voting power of those who are
higher up in politics; however, that i
no excuse for restricting the right to
vote for bot!, trustees. Everyone on
the bo.'U'd dcsen·es a vote re'gardless
of their title or rank
The ideal turnaround is the

hope of both student trustees having
a vote. This approval would give
both representatives an equal Sa);
rather than one srudent being the
detennin.ing factor in a vote.
In college, we are preparing for
the future and are encouraged to
voice our opinions in class, society
and share our insights and ideas with
the world. However, not permitting
these students to have a vote
individually restricts them from
partaking in an excellent opportunity
to do just that.
As the issue is brought back to
the drawing board by legislators, the
best thing we can do is understand
the importance of using our voices
and bring concerns to our tudent
trustee. Perhaps a rise in student
interest on this specific matter will
prompt action from higher-ups when
tl1cv know tliat us students are
serious about getting ourselves heard.
Spread the word; the more
tudents who know; tl,e larger the
influence that
upports the
outcome \\'e are headed coward.
Not all of the power ~ho uld reside
wit!, those who precede us - it
should be eqtial.
Read more opinions at
alestlelive.com

don't turn a shooting into a c ircus
news crew deserved more respect from
other news mediwns. Showing
footage once (or eYen twice) is
understandable because it flows with
the story and validates the event.
However, showing it incessantly to
boost ratings rums a tragedy into a
media frenzy.
This shooting happened to tl1e
people who were supposed to be
reporting the story, not becoming the
story. Giving it the added hock of
happening in real time and on-air
made this an extremely intimate,
painful moment for the entire WDBJ
crew,
Journalists are rrained to respect
these moments and report them while
maintaining the dignity of the subject.
I believe that all of these instances
should be respected for everybodi not
just news crews, but in this
circumstance, the other stations should
have shown more solidarity as well.
The video of the victims being shot
did not need to be shown as many
times as it did.
This particular situation brings to
light the potential for the media to
tum into a truly homle environment.

[n a pace where other reporters could
have deferred to the impacted station
for respectful coverage, the new
media turned to a desire for rating
and shock value. To truly stand with
WDBJ, we should maintain respect
for their dead as well.
Similar situations to this one have
popped up all too often, and they leave
a huge choice up to the audience as
well. When watching the new , I feel
media consumers are more end,ralled
by a video taken by a shooter of his
endeavors than in the story itself
[n the name of ratings, I believe
WDBJ was not sho.wn enough
support. It is important as a consumer
of news ro be respectful and
knowledgeable about the content you
are receiving.
For this reason, I chose not to
seek out and watch the footage of
Alison Parker and Adam Ward being
killed. Being a respectful consumer of
information allows me the desire to
maintain consideration for two
journalists killed in the line of duty.
Dani WIison can be reached at
dwi/son@olesttelive.com
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Women's soccer competes in Tulsa
DANI WILSON
Alestle Sports Editor

Volleyball
Sept. 4-5 (SIUE)

Cougar Classic
Sept. 11-12 (Kansas City)

Kangaroo Classic
Sept. 19@ 12 p.m.

Cincinatti (away)
Sept. 25 @ 7 p.m.

Jacksonville St. (home)
Sept. 26 @ 2 p.m.

Tenn . Tech (hom e)
Sept. 30 @ 6 p.m.

Eastern Ill. (home)
Oct. 3@ 12 p.m.

Tenn. St. (away)
Oct. 9@7 p.m.
Austin Peay (away)
Oct. 10@ 7 p.m.

Murray St. (away)
Oct. 16@7 p.m.

Southeast Mo. (home)
Oct. 17@2 p.m.

UT Martin (home)
Oct. 23 @ 7 p.m.
Murray St. (home)
Oct. 24 @ 2 p.m.
Austin Peay (home)
Oct. 30 @ 7 p.m.

The women's soccer team competed in two games this weekend
in Tulsa, Okla. Their first game
against Tulsa University ended
in a 2-0 loss. Head Coach Derek
Burton said the long travel time
gave the Cougars a rough first
half.
"Tulsa's very good. It's always
difficult to travel and play a really
good team on their home field. It
was a long way to travel, and we
didn't respond physically really
well right out of the gate. It took
almost until the second half until
we were physically able to compete," Burton said. ''Ironically
enough, that's when we gave up
goals. It was just a difficult game
that we didn't start well, but we
finished pretty well despi te giving
up two goals in the second half."
Senior goalkeeper Jennifer Pelley earned her 23rd career shutout
this weekend. This broke the career shutouts record set by Stephanie Kult from 1993-96. Burto n
said thi achievement shows Pelleys continued dedication and
improvement.
" [Pelley has] been outstanding
in her time here; obviously the
season is early, so we're hopeful
for many more to come. It's also
a huge testament to her consistency and her work ethic and her
desire to continually get better. I
can't say enough about her," Burton said.
The Cougars came back to tie
0-0 in double overtime against
Oral Roberts University on Sunday, Aug. 30. Burton said the team

performed well and created good
opportunities for betterment.
"We definitely turned it around
when we got to game two of the
weekend and played much better
on Sunday. We started the game
well, finished the game well [and]
created a lot of quality chances,"
Burton said. "Our next step in
our development is capitalizing
on those chances we create and
putting balls in the back of the
net."
Burton said a standout performer this weekend was junior
defender Kassidy Rawdon.
"[Rawdon] continues to impress and be a real bright spot for
us," Burton said.
According to Burton, the
team's continued improvement is
an encouragement fo r the rest of
the Cougars' regular season .
"The main thing, as far as the
team goes, is that we continue to
get better. 'i¥e're learning from
game to game, and that's encouraging. We started to put a lot of
things together on Sunday, and
now we just need the finished
product," Burton said. "We're
moving in the right direction, so
we're very positive and feeling
good going into this weekend."
This weekend, the Cougars
will travel to Chicago for games
on Friday, Sept. 4 against the University of Illinois at Chicago and
Saturday, Sept. 5 at Chicago State
University. Burton said he has
high hopes for the weekend.
"Things are trending well,
and we're getting better game by
game and half by half. We go into

The women's soccer team continued their regular season games this
weekend in Tulsa with a loss against Tulsa and a tie against Oral Roberts.
I Alestle file photo

the weekend just positively looking at another chance to continue
to get better and hopefully get
the results that we want," Burton
said.

Read more online!

Dani Wilson can be reached at
dwilson@alestlelive.com or
650-3524.

UT Martin (away)
Oct. 31 @5 p.m.

Southeast Mo. (away)
Nov. 6@ 6 p.m.

Morehead St. (away)
Nov. 7@ 1 p.m.

Eastern Ky. (away)

Women's Soccer
Tulsa Game Leaders
(SIUE)

Men:sSoccer ;.
,-BowJlng Green Game Leaders
(SIUE) ;

Men's Soccer
Oakland Game Leaders
(SIOE}

Goals: N/A
Assists: N / A
Shots: 2 players (#3, #9 - 1)
Saves: Jennifer Pelley - 2

Goals: Danzy - 1
Assists: Kendall-Moullin - 1
.,,Shots: 3 players (#9, #10, #13 - 2) ·
Savc;s: Kyle Pal Santo - 2

Goals: Danzy - 1
Assists: Awad - 1
Shots: 3 players (#8, #9, #19 - 2)
Saves: Kyle Dal Santo - 2

Nov. 11 @ 6 p.m.
Eastern Ill. (away)
Nov. 14@ 1 p.m.

Belmont (home)

Nov. 19-23 (TBA)
OVC Tournament

Cross Country

'

Women's Soccer
Tulsa Team Stats (SIUE)
Shots (on goal): 2 (0)
Saves: 3
Fouls: 12
Corner Kicks: 2
Offsides: 1

Sept. 4 (Charleston)

Men's Soccer
Bowling Green Game Stats
{SIUE)
Shots (on goal): 11 (2)
Saves: 3
Fouls: 15
Corner Kicks : 2
Offsides: 0

I

Men's Soccer
Oakland Game Stats (SIUE)
Shots (on goal): 11 (5)
Saves: 2
Fouls: 14
Corner Kicks: 1
Offsides: 4

EIU Walt Crawford Open

Sept. 11 (Normal)
Country Financial ISU Invite

Oct. 3 (SIUE)
SIUE John Flamer Invite

Oct. 16 (Peoria)
Bradley Pink Classic

Oct. 31 (Murray, Ky.)
OVC Championships

Nov. 13 (Lawrence, Kan .)
NCAA Midwest Regionals

Nov. 21 (Louisville, Ky.)
NCAA Championships

Volleyball
Akron Game Stats (SIUE)

Volleyball
Drake Game Stats {SIUE)

Volleyball
DePaul Game Stats (SIUE)

Hitting % : .224
Blocks: 7. 0

Hitting%: .182
Blocks: 7.0
Digs: 85
Aces: 7

Hitting%: .132
Blocks: 4.0
Digs: 28
Aces: 1

Digs: 78

Aces: 9w
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Men's Soccer
Sept. 4 @ 7 p.m

www.alesllelive.com
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rs' weekend on the road

UMKC (home)

Sept. 6 @ 1 p.m.
Memphis (home)

Sept. 11 @ 9 p.m.
San Diego St. (away)
Sept. 13 @ 2 p.m.
San Diego (away)
Sept. 22

7 p.m.

@

Wisconsin (away)

Sept. 26

7:30 p.m.

@

Missouri St. (away)

Oct. 3@ 7 p.m.
Central Ark. (home)

Oct. 6@ 6:30 p.m.
Butler (away)

Oct. 10@ 6 p.m.
Northwestern (away)

Oct. 17@ 7 p.m.
Evansville (home)

Oct. 24 @ 7 p.m.
Drake (away)

Oct. 31 @ 7 p.m.
Bradley (away)

Women's Soccer
Sept. 4 @ 7 p.m
UIC (away)

Sept. 6

@

DANI WILSON
Alestle Sports Editor

The men's soccer team opened
its regular season on the road
last weeku1d "itb a bame on
Frida); Aug. 28 agamst Bowling
Green State University and Sunday, Aug. 30 against Oakland
University.
According to Head Coach
Mario Sanchez, the game against
Bowling Green ended in a loss
after the Falcons scored three
goals in about five minutes during the first half.
"[Agai.nst] Bowlinwg Green,
we came out tentative, and we
weren't ourselves. We weren't
aggressive. We had a very bad
five minutes where we literally
gave up all three goals. It was
disappointi.ng, but at the same
time the guys learned a valuable lesson. It was something
we were able to grow from and
learn from," Sanchez said.
Sanchez attributed the team's
performance to nervousness, but
said the team pulled together in
the second lialf of the game.
"It wasn't indicative of how
we've been playi.ng at all. I think
it was first-game jitters. We
made one mistake, and it kind of
rattled us . The next five minutes,
we really lost our composure

1 p.m.

7 p.m.

@

St. Louis (home)

Sept. 13 @ 1 p.m.
Western Ill. (home)

Sept. 18 @ 7 p.m.
Missouri St. (home)

Sept. 25 @ 7 p.m.
Southeast Mo. (away)

Sept. 27@

p. m.

UT• artin (aw ay)
'·

0'1(2@7
J~onville

~

@1

Betniont (ho

Oct. 9 @ 7 p.m.
Morehead St. (home)
Oct. 11 @ 1 p.m.
Tenn. Tech (home)

Oct. 18@ 1 p.m.
Eastern Ky. (home)

Oct. 23 @ 3 p.m.
Murray St. (away)

-

Oct. 25 @ 2 p.m.
Austin Peay (away)

Oct. 29

@

3 p.m.

Eastern Ill. (away)

tion each other; they didn't point
the finger. They all took responsibility for it, and it really showed
the kind of charactertli~y have as
a team," Sanchez aid. "From my
perspective as a coach, that was
great to see. They were able to
quickly bounce back and still believe in each other."
According to Sanchez, the
Cougars learned more about
their team identity to create a
better game in Oakland.
"The biggest difference was the
guys realizing that we're a good
team when we trust each other
- when we go out and just play.
We have talent; we have athleticism. We have a very good team
culture right now," Sanchez said.
"The guys generally like each
other; they want to work hard
for each other. They have a really
good team spirit. When we just
go out and play for each other
and just work hard and compete
then we can be successful."
When the Cougars faced Oakland, their offense came out with
seven shots on goal compared to
the Golden Grizzlies' two. Sanchez said the Cougars handled
pressure from Oakland well.
"The first half, we came out
really strong. We should've been
up two or three_ to zero. They

came out very aggressive in the
second half. The first 10 minutes,
they put a lot of pressure on us.
The guys responded really well.
We kept our composure, didn't
panic and we tried to weather the
storm," Sanchez said.
Sanchez said the team maintained the game for the second
half to secure the shutout.
"We managed the game really
well . We did all the little details,
and the guys played their roles really well for the remainder of the
second half," Sanchez said.
According to Sanchez, the Cougars' success will come from their
level of competition throughout
the season.
" The first thing you always
have to do is compete - that's
physically and mentally. We have
to approach every game w ith the
right mindset and just compete.
Witl1 the talent we have, if we get
that right, I know we'll be successful," Sanchez said. "The biggest
challenge is that we are constantly competi.ng against ourselves ...
whether we're in practice or in a
game, that we're always pushing
ourselves to a higher standard."

Dani Wilson can be reached at
dwilson@alestlelive.com or
650-3524.

Danzy receives Player of the Week

Chicago St. (away)

Sept. 11

and they got punis hed for it,"
Sanchez said . "But the guys did
a really good job regrouping for
the second half, which led into a
YLI') good performance [ against
Oakland]."
After the Cougars came together at halfti.me, Sanchez said
the team produced a better second half.
"We talked about it at halfrime - that all we can do is learn
from it [and] that we can't point
the finger because that's not going to help anything. It was all
about 'how do we learn from it,'
and 'what do we ha~e to do to
get better?,,, Sanchez said. "It was
a very productive halftinle talk,
and the guys responded great in
the second half of that game, and
then carried it over to the Oakland game. I'm really proud of
them . They didn't cave in on each
other, but they actually helped lift
each other up."
Sanchez said he was pleased
with the Cougars' determination
to maintain the team dynamic
and continued support of each
other after giving up three goals.
"The guys came together. After
a really bad five minutes at Bowling Green, they showed their true
character and they didn't give up
on each other. They didn't ques-

Senior Jabari Danzy, forward
for the men's soccer team, set
the Cougars up for success after
their opening weekend by being
named Missouri Valley Conference • Offensive Player of the
Week.
Danzy said he is pleased with
the rec6gnition, but 1s more

Danzy was born in Atlanta,
Ga. and raised in Chicago, Ill.
and has been playing soccer since
he was three years old. He played
throughout high school on the
Chicago Fire Academy team and
went on to play for Northern Illinois University during his first
semester of college before transferring to SIUE. D anzy said he
enjoys SIUE and the local love
for soccer.
"I love it. NIU was a football
school, so they took a lot of priority over events and sports and
whatever it might have been,"
Danzy said. "Coming to a s~cer school and city, in regard _t:o
St. Louis that thinks so h.igh!y
of soccer, it's a big transi '
It's almost black and white fi
NIU."
~
During the opening week.ei\i'i,..
Danzy scored both of SIT.1E's
goals between the two games .
Danzy said the Cougars had high
confidence going into the game
against Bowling Green State
University, which contributed to
their mistakes.
"We did well in the pre-season,
so I think everyone had high ex pectations going into the first
game.
Maybe [we were] a little
concerned with the team's perbig-headed,
along with the first
formance as a whole.
game
and
[
tl1ere]
being nerves,
"I'm happy to have received
anxiety
[
and
us]
not
[being] too
the honor. I think it's a good
sure
of
what
was
going
to hapstart for me and my team. I just
hope it continues throughout the pen. I think that got the [best] of
season, along with other honors us," Danzy said.
Although he was able to score
- I'm more worried about the
team itself rather than individual in the second half, Danzy said
honors, whether it's myself or my the team could not make up the
teammates. I'm just hoping for three-point loss.
"The first half, we got outthe,best," Danzy said.

played; we made some dumb
mistakes and they capitalized on
them. The second half we did
better, played our game - traditional SIDE soccer - no worries," Danzy said. '1\t that point
we were down 3-0, so we really
didn't have much more to lose,
we just needed to focu s on our
integrity and playing wh.n \W
practiced all throughou t thl p < season."
Danzy said the scconJ gJ.mc
of the weekend, against O.lkland
Universit); allowed the Cougar
to show their charactec He .1ttributed this to the team 110 on
ger being afraid of losing g,1111 •
• "Th secon I game W;ts pR
ty mu~ti just
bmmce b,1d .
It wasiu- re~.ll1 much ro it; \,c
knew
t we l1ad to do. We had
the fit'
ss out of the season,"
Dail.tj id.' "(Tur coach always
says tliQt we're not going to go
undefeated, and after losing the
first game, that's even mo re apparent. Not worryi.ng about losing a game tlus season is o ut the
window, so we can just focus on
ourselves and do whatever we
need to do."
Danzy said lus personal objective for the rest of the season is
to maintain consistency both o n
and off the field .
" [My goal is to] continue being a senior and leading the team
by my actions. I don't like to
voice my opinion too much, so
I just want to lead by whatever I
do," Danzy said.
Dani Wilson can be reached of
dwilson@alesflelive.com or
650-3524.
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Men's Golf

Leatherneck Invitational gives
Cougars a positive season o ener

Illinois State D.A Weibring lntercolegiate

Afestle Reporter

Sei:,t. 21 °22 (Dakota Dunes,
S.D)

JESSICA ORANIKA

The Cougars opened their season with a win at the Leatherneck
Invitational this past weekend their first opening win in Division 1 history. The team clinched
their first win Friday Aug. 28
against University of Akron with
the score of 15-25, 25-22, 25-12,
22-25, 17-15.
Head Coach Leah Johnson said
she was happy with the team's
performance.
"This is our first opening win
at Division 1 level. We played really well. I was really pleased with
our two five-set matches," said
Johnson.
The Cougars fell 22-25, 25-20,
21-25, 25-20, 15-10 in their secand match of the day against
Drake University.
"The most character-building
moment for us was going five sets
back-to-back in the same day,"
Johnson said.
Johnson said she feels the team
has a strong offense, but needs
more defensive work.
'½.t any point in the game we
have four to five attackers because
we've become so much more offensive. I'm pretty excited about
where we are offensively. We
could be a very strong ball control
team for sure. Our overall defensive game will need to improve,
but I knew that that would be the

case given that we lost two defensive players last year. That's not
going to be our bread and butter
this year," Johnson said.
According to Johnson, while
the Cougars lost two major <lefensive players, junior setter Mallory Mangun still stepped up and
played great defense. The Cougars
averaged 16 digs per set.
"[Mangun] distributed the
ball really well and played great
defense. [Defense] is an area that
we will continue to focus on. We
done want to get caught up in it
being a weakness," Johnson said.
Senior Kristen Torre aL~o had a
quality weekend leading the team
with 19 kills against Drake.
"Torre, who is our senior middle, has always been a threat as an
attacker and a blocker. She had a
great weekend," Johnson said.
Sophomore defensive specialist
Katie Shashack led the team with
17 digs followed by 15 by sophomore outside hitter Taylor Joens of Johnston, Iowa. Joens has
made improvements that greatly
benefit the Cougars, according to
Johnson.
''Joens would be the most obvious breakout player. She went
from a three rotation role on the
right side to being a six-rotation
left side hitter and getting patentially the most attempts on the
team," Jo hnson sai·a .
The Cougars finished out their

·

Sept.13-14(Normal)

Sept. 18 (SIUE)
SIUE Alumni Match

South Dakota Coyote Classic

Sept. 28-29 (SIUE)
SIUE Dereck Dalene Invitational

Oct. 5-6 ( Des Moines, Iowa)
Drake University Zach Johnson
Invitational

Oct. 12-13 (Overland Park, Kan.)
UMKC Bill Ross Invitational

Women's Golf
Sept. 14-15 (Paducah, Ky.)
Murray State Jan Weaver
Invitational

Sept 21-22 (Dakota Dunes, S.D.)
· South Dakota Coyote Classic

Oct. 5-6 (Indianapolis, Ind.)
Butler Fall Invitational

Oct. 19-20 (Dayton, Ohio)
Dayton Fall Invitational

Oct. 26-27 (Evansville, Ind.)
Evansville Charles Braun
Intercollegiate

The volleyball team will face the University of Arkansas Sept. 4.
Alestle file photo

I

weekend with a 25-14, 25-18,
25-19 loss to DePaul University.
"Quite honestlr, against DePaul we had playea 10 sets and
~ey had played four by the
nrne we met so we were pretty
gassed," Johnson said.
Johnson said she is very excited about continuing the season. She said she feels optimistic
about the team's strengths.

For ·the full Cougar
fall schedule, scan
here:

"The things we're good at are
really hard to stop. Our strengths
ar~ really big strengths," Johnson
said.
The Cougars will face the
University of Arkansas on September 4th for their first home
game of the season.
Jessica Oranika can be reached
at joranika@alestfefive.com or
650-3524.

$10 OFF MENS & WOMENS LONG DENIM

Visit www.gliks.com to
find your nearest location

ALESTLE

FOR RENT

CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE
Place your classified ad
at a time convenient for you
using our easy and secure
online interface at:
alestlelive.com/classifieds
Deadlines:
By noon Sunday for Wednesday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com
Alestle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

LABOR 'DAY
HOURS:
MON . SEPT. 7TH
NOON - 11 P.M .

.
,
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FAMILY DENTIST
EDWARDSVILLE FAMILY DENTIST
PROUDLY ACCEPTING DELTA DENTAL,
THE DENTAL INSURANCE OF
ALL SIUE EMPLOYEES!
CALL TODAY TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT!
61 8-659-0456
DR. BEAU MOODY

CLEANING.
EXAM,

·~~~

EDWARDSVILLE FAMILY DENTIST
122 NORTH KANSAS ST.
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62605

.
c,l'

&X-RAYS
C•n"°' bt' <onill~ wtm 1"wrance

WWW . EDWARDSVILLEILDENTIST.COM

£xck.lM gum d,se.,,1-•. txplret 1n 60 MY'\,
R"trktMMI~ Al>f)ly

Wednesday

9.16.15
SIUE faculty, staff and students will receive 10%
off all UPS se1vices including shipping, printing,
postal services and mailboxes.

theupsstorelocal . corn/ 2 710

THE EDGE:.

Monday

9.14.15

Stop by to check out Edwardsville's newest
and most popular off-campus student living
community! Free T-Shirts and promo items!

theedgestudentliving.com

Tuesday

ENCLAVE

9.15.15

Check out Enclave, the premiere student housing
provider in Edwardsville. Stop by to learn more
about om property, grab some free promo items,
and enter our raffle to win a Yeti cooler!

enclaveinfo.com

Tuesday

REGIONS

9 .15.15

Who wants to earn some extra cash?
Stop by our booth for details on how you can
earn $500!
Ask us about our awesome, FREE student
checking account, mobile banking and how to
begin establishing your credit.
regions.com

W ednesday

Thursday

9.16.15
Visit our booth to play SCU Baggo and win
Chef's Shoppe popoorn or a co lor-changing
cup while supplies last!
While you're there, ask about the Scott Credit
Union Cougar Pride Special and receive a
coupon for a $50 Visa gift card . Simply present
the coupon when you open a savings and
checking account, and we'll give you a $50 Visa
gift card when you sign up for a debit card at
our Edwardsville Branch (1067 S. State Route
157, next to Bella Milano) .
scu.org

Wednesday

9.16.15
Visit us at our T-Mobile booth for a chance
to win exciting giveaways! We will also be
available that day to answer any cell phone
questions you may have.
l .1

t-mo 11 e.com

siuecu.org

9.16.15

Thursday

9.17.15

t.)--•
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The first 75 faculty, staff or studeuts to stop by A
Wildflower Shop Inc will receive a FREE rose !
Enter for a chance to win Bouquet of the Month
Club for 3 month s ($165) value.

awildflowershop. com

}Mi

1'1 Mid.America Credit Union has a branch in
Edwardsville located on Troy Road . Stop by our
branch to meet our AWESOME staff and to open
a Velocity Account tailored for university students!
Like free stuff?

Stop by to play PLINKO for your chance to win travel
mugs, pbone chargers, candy and much morel
Enter to win a 10" TABLET and a $100 VISA gift
card! Prizes awarded same day!

Thursday

9.17.15

Pay it forward the credit union way! Do something kind for a stranger and share a Penple
He/pins People card with them. Once you've
giv~n someone a card. ask them to visit the SIUE
Credit Union booth on S!UE Rally Day and enter
to win a $100 Visa gift card.

Wed nesday

wilcomp.net

lstmidarnerica.org

9 .15.15

•

Visit our booth and register for a dra wing to
win a FREE , HP 1512 Printer. FREE pens and
flashlights available too ! Ask about om new
and exciting Student Laptop Lease Program
(also available to faculty and staff)!

W ednesday

9.16.15

Tuesday

9 .17.15

Williams Computer
Services

Stop by our booth for f"REE bowling, laser tag
and arcade passes. PLUS, sign-up for a chance
to win $100 toward a party at Edison's!
Located just 3 miles from SIUE, Edison's offers
a full-service restaurant and bar plus 12 lanes of
boutique bowling, a 3,500 square-foot laser tag
arena and 50-·game arcade; 5 private rooms for
parties, meetings, and more. Edison's also offers
3 easy fundraising programs, team trivia nights
and budget-friendly pricing 7 days a week.
STUDENT SPECIAL: $5 UNLIMITED bowling or
laser tag after 10 p.m. on Fridays & Saturdays in
September & October. ..or get both fo r just $10!

edisonsfun.com

e
~~l'!';)',l '··

Stop by the GCS booth and enter to
win $250 CASH!
Ask for more CASH BACK. Free Kasasa
Checking gets you 2 % cash back on everyday
debit card purchases .
Also, ask about our Student Success Account
Package that rewards you in iTunes and Amazon •
Gift Cards.
Bring your friends and hop in our FREE
photo booth!

myGCScu.com

